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D€ar Assessment Pahel,

I would like to raise very stronB concerns about how this project would seriously impact a site of both
national and international importance for both its Tertiary sediments and its rich fossil faunas.

Studley Wood is one of seven protected GeologicalConservation Review sites in the New Forest S55l

(http://www.sssi.naturalenqland.orq.uk/citation/citation ohoto/1003036.odf). Were this proposal

to be fully implemented it urould lead to the permanent burying of the key part ofthe GCR Studley
Wood site and permanently prevent its use for scientific research.

I am a research scientist at the Natural History Museum, London and muf,h of my research focuses on
understanding why particular groups of marine organisms (molluscs) become very diverse in space

and time and how we can use this information to help predict and mitigate the results of ongoing
human-induced threats to living biodiversity. I am writing this letter on behalf of a growing
palaeontological research community focused on answering questions within these broad overall
areas. (This letter reflects my own opinions and not those that may be held by the Naturdl History
Museum). I also work on conserving living aquatic diversity (Lake Tanganyika, East Africa) and

therefore I understand the difficulties in balancing the biological conservation of nationally
important mire and associated habitats at Studley Wood with retention of an internationally
unique palaeontological and geological site. ln this case I think the balance has fallen far to the side

of conservation of biological diversity rather than geodiversity - though these are connected as I will
show.

A focal geographic area of my research lies in documenting the faunas and Eocene strata of the
Hampshire Basin. ln 1990, I published the key work describing the strata of Studley Wood (Todd,

1990: available at https;//www.researchsate.net/publication/23r073rt671. This publhation has

been the fundamental basis of the Geological Conservation Review description of this site:

Daley, B. & Balson, P. 1999. British Tertiary Stratigraphy. Geological Conservation Review Series, No. 1S. loint
Nature Conservation Committee, Peterborough, x, 388 pp. i

as well as that undertaken by the extemal consultants in their re-description of rock exposures at
Studley Wood and their geological significance: 

.

16-@571_ES_Volume 
-3Jppendix_6.10;

16_00571-ES_Volume_2_Figure_6.2 565217 (- this uses my base map and my stratigraphic sectionl.

Disappointingly, despite having an easily found presence on the web, I was only informed through
colleagues very recently of the imminent threat to this site. Although the Daley & Balson (1999) site



description is almost entirely based on my 1990 paper, they do not emphasize the uniqueness of this

site both in stratigraphic, earth history or palaeontological terms. There are four major areas listed

below in which I have given further detail on the national and international importance of the Studley

Wood GCR site:

1l Str.totype
As the New Forest SSSI citation notes, Studley Wood is the stratotype for the Studley Wood Member

of the selsey Formation. A stratotype is an internationally recognized material standard for the

recognition of a geological unit and central to the science of Stratigraphy - the branch of geology

concerned with the order and relative position of strata and their relationship to the geological

timescale. Stratotypes are the rock-equivalents of type-specimens in biological sciences and all

efforts should be made to conserve them wherever possible. The ,nternotbnol Commission on

Sttdtigrdphy prodsces an lnternationdl Stratigrophic Guide that is the internationally accepted guide

to standards to be followed. lt has this to say on the importance of stratotypes

(htto://stratieraphy. :

Actessibility and assurance ofpreservation. Stralotypes musl be accessible to all who are

assuftnce of their long-term preservation.

2) Stratigraphic importance

The geological succession of the Studley Wood Member and its relationship to the Elmore Member is

critical to our understanding of this key interval in Earth History not just in southem England but

throughout Europe as a whole. ln my 1990 paper I described the presence ol a major gap

(unconformity) in the rock record between the Selsey Formation and the Barton Clay Fotmation. This

indicates a previously unknown period of uplift and erosion of land in the Hampshire Basin 42 million
years ago. This importance ofthis interval in time for understanding the geological evolution of
southern England has subsequently been acknowledged by the British Geological Survey and its

importance has b€en highlighted in King:s recent authoritative work:
Kin& C. 2015. A rev,ied correlotioo of Tertiory rock in the British lsles ond odjocent oreos of NW Europe.

Geologicol Society Special Report, 27 :. iii, 779 pp.

Studley Wood is the key locality in demonstrating strata from this period in time; the studley

wood Member b known from boreholes at a few localltles but is vislble for study only at Studley

wood. lt ls the youngest preserved surface sediment of the Selsey Formatlon and contains a

globally unique marine fauna (see below). Permanent rossiliferous exposures of the Elmore

Member are also restricted to Studley Wood and are a key resource for understandint the
palaeor{ology of the earliest Bartonian sediments in southern England and northwest Europe as a

This small stream section has the potential to provide answers tb key problems in stratigraphy

concernlng the interval around the (internationally accepted) Lutetian and Bartonian staBes and as

such is of intemational stratigraphic importance. As the ES-Volume 
-3-Appendix-6,10 

report says,

there is still much stratigraphic work that needs to be undertaken at this site. Discr€pancies in

interpretation of some of the exposures described therein compared to my 1990 paper indicate that
further research is required to resofue these. lt is essential that magnetostratigraphic studies
(changing Earth magnetism through time) are undertaken on the section as preserved now, to help

more precise geological dating at this site and across the Hampshire Basin. These studies require



accessible exposures ofthe strata. Because of the probable presence of a fault and slipped strata at

this locality (see Todd 1990 and Es_Volume _3_Appendix_6.10 reporyt) anything that limits exposure

of easily interpretable, unweathered sediments will profoundly affect future research capacity at this

site.

Meaningful stratigraphic and paleontological ,esearch will become impossible ifthe onrreathered

strata of the Studley Wood and Elmore Members are covered in Sludley Wood lntlosure as

indicated by the cross-s€rtions in Es_Volume _3_Appendix_6.2.-5652o5.

3) Palaeodiversity

This locality contains one of the top.two most diverse (spe€ies-rich) marine horizons within the

British Paleogene geological sucession -the studley Wood Member. IPerhaps the richest locality -

unit S10, Selsey Formation- has just been lost permanently through beach replenishment and coastal

defence at Brdcklesham Bay, West Sussexl. As such Studley Wood is very likely within the top-two

most species-rlch localities in the entire Eritish fossil record {Cambrian-Recentl. This richness can be

ascribed to the rare development of a fossil sea grass environment that supported a huge diversity of
micro-molluscs (<5mm) and associated plankton (see Todd, 1990:

https://www. resea rchqate. net/oubl ication/234073467)

This less than obvious richiress is ofthe greatest scientific importance and is leasi visible at the

locality. unlocking these palaeontological riches requires taking bulk sediment samples and then

sieving, picking and ident!fuing the contained fuuna under a binocular microscope. lt is notable that

the Geological survey of studley wood undertaken in 2010 (16_00571_Es_volume

_3_Appendix_6,10) only illustrated very large fossils from the Elmore Member though in 2015

fossiliferous exposures of the Studley Wood Member were still easily visible.

I and colleagues (S. Tracey, Dr J, Le Renard - Musdum national dhistoire naturelle, Paris! haue to-

date recorded about 35o sp€cies of molluscs (from very small rock samples) at Studley Wood of
wlrich no less than 72 species are currently new to science. Many species, including the large

maiorlty of the new species, are conflned to Studley Wood, and to one be4 the Studley Wood

Member, SW1-they have been found nowhere else in the world. Rates of species discovery from

newly collected small samples are very high. Therefore there is no doubt that increased sampling will
lead to many more species {and undescribed species) being discovered. lt is clear that this site is of
exceptional importance in its record of Britain's changing biodiversity through space and time.

4l The 'North-west European biodiversity hotspot'

Over the last {ew years it has become increasingly clear that the Anglo-Paris geological basin

(including the New Forest in the Hampshire Basin) was part of an ar cient global tropical hotspot of
marine species diversity in the Early-Middle Eocene (ca 56-38 million years ago). This hotspot is

analogous to that ofthe 'CoralTriangle' today (lndonesia, Philippines, Papua New 6uinea) which

contains by far the highest concentration of marine biodiversity alive today. There is currently much

interest in understanding where hotspots developed in geologicaltime and what factors helped

create them, maintain them and finally, lead them to disappear or move location. ln 2008 I co-

authored a heavily cited paper in the journal Science on this phenomenon {see

https:/1www. researchsate. net/oublication/23140202 ).



The Anglo-Paris Beological basin is of key importance in studying these patterns - of very great

interest to those trying to conserve marine biodiversity in todays changing world- and I am initiating
a research programme on this subject. lnternationally, Studley Wood is a key site that reveals how
elevated biodiversity was linked to sea gftrss environments within this Hotspot.

Extent of the Studley Wood GCR rcquiring consenation
I must stress that my concerns detailed above are restricted to only a geographically very small part
of the scheme - the stream exposures within studley Wood lnclosure, particularly those upstream of
the footbridge. The sections (sectors F - I of Todd {L990) and ES Volume 3: Appendix 6.10) are the
only exposures that preserve a calcareous fossil fauna essential to future palaeontological and

stratigraphic research. Here the whole Beological succession visible today (and that I described in

1990) is preserved. Elsewhere in stream banks in lslands Thorns lnclosure I have failed to find fossils
preserved. This is very likely due to the sediments being extensiyely weathered below a depth of 2.5.

to 3m below soil level (Todd 1990) and yielding fossils only close to or below mean stream water

level- Therefore the expectation that other exposures ofthe Studley Wood Member outside the

northern part of Studley Wood lnclosure might be scientifically useful (as suggested in ES Volume 3:

Appendix 5.10I is highly unlikely,

I strongly ur8e, at a minimum, that the existing bank exposures in the northern part of Studley

Wood lnclosure (upstream ot the footbridge) are conserved as they are seen today as a key

internationalteological and palaeontoloBical site, Burial ofthis sit€, though it technically will not
destroy it permanently, WlLL permanently prevent tuture stratigraphical and palaeontological

research that b€fits this international stratotyp€. Salvate of materials will not mitigate this as

palaeomagnetic and other stratitraphic work requires the sediments to be studied in place. The
proposal to produce a laser-scanned facsimile misses the point that this is not 'hard rock geoloBtr,

where surface features could be usefully preserved in this way. For Studley Wood to remain
accessible for future scientific study, the in place preservation of sediments dourn to current
stream-levEl is required.

I would be very pleased to provide any further information that might be useful. I would also be very

happy to undertake a site visit with interested persons to further explain and point out the key
geological exposures of concern-

Dr. Jonathan Todd
Senior Curator of Benthic Mollusca


